
Security can be so easy
Just reboot !

Make full utilization of computer assets. 
Zero downtime from viruses, mischief-makers 
or innocent clickers.

Easy to install software solution.

Individual de� nition of secured areas and 
update periods.

Seminar mode for the temporary retention 
of changes. 

Flexible settings for USB storage devices.

Teachers console for controlling internet, USB 
and the student’s pcs by darken the screens or 
switching off the sound.
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Centralized administration
All control-, installation- and maintenance duties can be done by 
HDGUARD.master effectively and quickly performed from a single 
workstation. For each pc you can centrally enable or disable the 
respective hard disk protection and change the protected partitions. 
With Wake-on-lan or power saver, the clients can be turned on or 
shut down controlled by the timer. 

Teachers console
The intuitive functions of the teachers console provides the teacher 
with didactic control tools: Enabling / disabling screen, internet, 
printer, USB or audio for a single pc or the whole classroom; 
screenshot function: the activity of individual computers can be 
controlled. 
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Just 
Reboot!

Unlimited use of your pcs, all functions are available, the user 
works within his normal environment. When rebooting, the changes 
registered in the last session are simply discarded. Since no comple-
te hard disk image must be restored, the start of HDGUARD protected 
pcs is unnoticeable delayed.

HDGUARD guarantees the timeliness of 
your operating system, antivirus programs 
and applications by the definition of 
different update periods. If the software that 
has to be upgraded allows scheduled update 
processes, you can adjust the update intervals of 
HDGUARD accordingly. Other software updates 
can conveniently be run as a command line. The 
updates will automatically be installed within the 
specified time window and after the restart the 
usual HDGUARD protection is reactivated.

HDGUARD provides differentiated control of
USB interfaces with three different protection modes. Possible 
hazards of system security through portable USB drives will be 
prevented. A more focused and appropriate data exchange is still 
guaranteed. HDGUARD can, for example, differentiate between single 
USB sticks and class sets. To connect with smartphones or tablet pcs 
via USB you can choose the same protection modes.

An intelligent principle 
HDGUARD is based on an intelligent filtering mechanism: After the 
start of pcs or notebooks HDGUARD registers any changes that users 
or applications want to make in the selected areas. It forwards them 
to a separate section and stores them in there (swap file) while the 
protected area remains in its original state.

HDGUARD - The most powerful and easy 
to use software security solution for your 
windows devices!


